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In recent years state individual income taxes have been the 
nation's fastest growing major source of income taxation (5). Such 
income depends to a great extent, on the state of the economy. It has 
been established that a change in income will be accompanied by a 
change in tax yield which is more than proportionate to the income 
change. One of the fiscal concerns of the state governments has been 
to determine the responsiveness of revenues to statutory tax rate 
changes and certain other factors. 
In the past considerable attention has been given to the charac-
teristics of the federal individual income tax, including many esti-
mates of yield to income change. Comparable interest has not been 
shown in the individual income taxes levied by the states. But, ever 
since the state individual income tax became an impressive revenue 
producer it has stimulated interest in such studies. 
In the earlier studies most of the analyses of state income taxes 
had laid emphasis on measuring growth of tax collections using regres-
sion techniques. They involved mathematical models which were used to 
measure the rate revenue elasticity coefficients. Several assumptions 
were made in these studies which limited their flexibility. These 
models were restricted in their forecasting, to a few variables and 
also they could not forecast impact by income class (distributional). 
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Simulation techniques using the computer could forecast both 
aggregate and distributional impact of proposed modifications to the 
state tax codes. Such computer tax modeling requires observations on 
a large number of tax-payers and computer programs which would be 
capable of simulating current and proposed changes in the tax law. 
This technique has been used since the 1960 1 s for such purposes at the 
federal level, but few states have utilized such models for performing 
policy analysis. 
Objectives 
The objective of this study is to develop a micro-simulation 
model that would provide aggregate and distributional analyses of pro-
posed changes in the income tax code. These changes include both the 
federal tax code and state tax code. 
The specific enhancement of this model over models developed ear-
lier, is that, it is flexible enough to be used with any state tax 
code with minimal program modification. Also, it is not restricted 
to a few variables. All variables in the state tax code could be 
taken into consideration. The other advantage is that, it could pro-
vide the impact on state tax revenue with a change in federal tax 
code, since most of the state tax codes are based on the federal 
adjusted gross income. The microdata bases which are the input to the 
simulator need not be restricted to one, in this model. Any microdata 
base could be used as input with minor program modifications. 
This model would be a versatile tool for a state's elected 
representatives for tax and policy analysis. It could be used to 
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project the state tax revenue, whenever changes are proposed in the 
state income tax code. The impact of a particular change in the tax 
code on taxpayers in different income classes could also be estimated. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The earlier models used in economic analyses of state income 
taxes involved attempts to measure growth of collections and had 
relied on regression analyses. The present study involves an 
entirely different model based on microsimulation. A brief review of 
the literature on the earlier regres-sion studies is necessary to 
appreciate the advantages of ~icrosimulation. 
The pioneering study in this area was done by Groves and Kahn 
(4). This study involved the responsiveness of state tax revenue 
sources to changes in personal income. These authors limited their 
analyses to states in which no rate changes had occurred. 
Wilford (25) criticized Groves and Kahn for not including the 
estimates of rate-revenue elasticity when appropriate. It is diffi-
cult to estimate the rate revenue elasticity for individual income tax 
in most states due to the dearth of data on distribution of tax pay-
ments by income level. Even when the data are available for an 
extended time period, they may not be consistent with the current tax 
law. 
To deal with such statutory changes on prior years' collection, 
Singer (22) introduced the use of dummy variables. This method may be 
satisfactory in dealing with a few statutory changes but problems 
develop when there are numerous changes in the tax code. 
Harris (5) was one of the first to establish a synthetic tax 
series. For the database, Harris used the federal statistics on 
income. The tax for the mean income in each class for single and 
joint returns was computed for ten years in this study. The computa-
tion was based on statutory rates, exemption levels and standard 
deductions as of January 1, 1965. 
Harris calculated the synthetic series by applying the computed 
effective rates to the reported distribution of federal adjusted gross 
income. The synthetic series was then used to estimate a consistent 
tax law elasticity coefficient which was used to estimate collections. 
One of the shortcomings of this study was the assumption that all tax-
payers claimed standard deductions. This was because of the absence 
of state specific data. 
Norman and Russell (10) noted that since the legal rates were not 
included as variables in the models, they could not be used to fore-
cast state income tax revenue when legal rates are to be altered. 
They then developed a model capable of simulating aggregate individual 
income tax revenues under alternative tax structures. They estimated 
the total taxable income. These estimates were used to compute an 
average effective tax rate which when multiplied by new forecast tax-
able income, gave an aggregate collections estimate. There were two 
shortcomings in this study. They assumed that taxable income was the 
same for all returns within each AGI bracket. This shortcoming 
limits the capability of the model to capture the impact of rate 
changes. The second shortcoming was, their approach was limited to 
alterations in the rate structures. 
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McLaren modified the model developed by Nonnan and Russell to 
include some more variables in the model. But, as in the previous 
model only an aggregate forecast was made. The techniques employed 
in all these models to forecast revenues and study the impact of 
variation in state tax codes were limited to regression analysis. 
These techniques could not forecast the impact by income class. Also, 
the analyses involved a limited number of policy variables. 
The advent of the high speed computer has brought about dramatic 
changes in the tax analysis. The techniques using the computer are 
called microsimulation techniques. They are capable of forecasting 
the impacts on income tax both in aggregate and also by income class. 
The number of variables that could be included in such techniques is 
unlimited. This technique has been used at the federal level exten-
sively since the early 1960's, but at the state level its use has been 
rather limited. In recent times there have been several models devel-
oped at the subnational level. 
In the next part of this chapter the computer models at the 
federal level will be reviewed. In the following section, the devel-
opment of state models will De reviewed. 
Simulation Models at the National Level 
Pechman (17) developed the first tax model for personal income 
tax simulations. As a data source, he used 100,000 individual income 
tax returns filed with the Internal Revenue Service for 1960. Such a 
database is called a microctata base. Given a particular estimate of 
the rate of change of income, the tax model could provide reliable 
estimates of individual income tax collections. Pechman assumed that 
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the rate of change of income was the same at all income levels. But, 
he explained that using differential changes in income using income 
classes or other variables would not be much more difficult. Pechman 
emphasized that the greatest advantage of the model was the capability 
of allowing for several changes in the tax code at the same time with 
considerable speed. This aspect of the model would be particularly 
advantageous during the legislative process. 
In subsequent work (18,19,20), Pechman demonstrated the flexibil-
ity of the microdata base. Further tax analysis of the income tax 
file was done in these studies. Also, data from different sources was 
merged to form a common microdata base. This provided information 
collected by separate agencies. 
Pechman and Okner (19) used the MERGE database to study the 
impact of tax preferences on individual income tax. The usage of a 
microdata base enabled the consideration of the possibility of an 
individual or a family receiving tax benefits from several of the tax 
preferences. Also, an analysis by income class could be carried out. 
Pechman (18) estimated the responsiveness of individual income 
tax to changes in income and compared the tax file methodology to the 
regression analysis of earlier studies. He concluded that the tax 
file provided better estimates. 
Pechman and Okner (19) studied the incidence of taxation using 
the MERGE data files. They prepared estimates of taxes as the basis 
for eight sets of incidence assumptions. This illustrated the flexi-
bility of the simulation model. 
Wyscarver (26,27) has described the tax models used in simulating 
the federal personal income tax. He stated that the two essential 
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components of a simulation model are the income tax return sample and 
the tax model program. The 1975 data base was extrapolated to reflect 
1978 tax law and income levels. The algorithm for extrapolating the 
sample consisted of three stages: 
(a) defining and developing a set of targets. 
(b) generating a pre-sample. 
(c) generating the extrapolated sample. 
In the extrapolation time series techniques were used. The variables 
that were extrapolated were number of returns, number and types of 
exemptions, adjusted gross income, pension payments, net capital 
gains, investment credit and earned income credit. 
Simulation models developed, based on microdata files are much 
more advanced at the national level than at the subnational level. 
One of the reasons is that the cost of enlarging or merging data bases 
mounts rapidly once one goes beyond the documents available within a 
given agency. 
Simulation Models at the State Level 
The pioneering work in state tax simulation models was done by 
Perry (21) in 1973. He described the development of an income tax 
simulation model for Iowa. He also gave a survey of states using 
simulation models. He indicated that with the exception of New York 
state, all the states used models to determine the impact of changes 
only in the sample year. Most of the simulators employed databases 
comprised of hundreds of thousands of returns, which was very expen-
sive in terms of computer time. 
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Several others used the databases prepared by Internal Revenue 
Service. These federal magnetic tapes are very useful for audit pro-
cedures but they contain very little state specific data. 
Perry (21) attempted to design a simulation model which would be 
useful for both policy and audit purposes. This model was expected to 
be flexible enough to be used by other states. 
The Iowa sample that Perry used contained information from 10,776 
returns which had been stratified into 23 adjusted gross income 
classes. The sampling proportion for each class was 1 percent plus 25 
returns. The accuracy of the estimate of the population by the sam-
ple was not mentioned. 
Olson (16) pointed out that Perry had erred in his sample design. 
He pointed out that the sampling fraction n1ay range from less than 1 
percent in the middle income brackets to 75 percent or more at the 
top, open ended bracket. 
One of the basic purposes of a tax simulator is to forecast 
future revenues. Perry 1 s simulator was unable to project revenue for 
future years. According to Wasson (24) this was because he based 
future projections on number of returns in each stratum rather than 
incrementing income and moving the individual returns through the mar-
ginal tax brackets. 
Perry (21) noted that his approach was unable to handle any 
changes in the federal tax code. This was a major drawback since most 
states allow for federal tax deduction and this model failed to show 
the impact of a change in the federal tax code, on the state tax reve-
nues. Perry failed to collect sufficient data to forecast federal 
liability. Wasson suggested that Perry should have forecast liability 
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for each return in his sample by incrementing income and recalculating 
liability. 
In spite of all the weaknesses, Perry 1 s study had resulted in the 
development of samples for prior years, which was crucial. The model 
was also capable of making prior years collections consistent with 
current 1 aw. 
Fromm (3) developed a computer tax model for the state of Ohio to 
estimate income tax revenues, in 1974. This model improvized over 
previous models in several respects. But, it was not capable of com-
puting revenue impacts by income class. The sample used for this 
model consisted of all returns with adjusted gross income of $40,000 
or more and 1 percent of all other returns. The accuracy of the sam-
ple year collections by the sample was not mentioned. 
The model estimated total fiscal year collections, estimates of 
total tax liability, total taxes withheld and total estimated tax pay-
ments. This simulator was capable of estimating the rate of growth of 
federal adjusted gross income. The assumption that, the federal 
adjusted gross income grew at the same rate as aggregate state per-
sonal income, was made. The state personal income was estimated with 
an equation regressing state personal income on a forecasted national 
personal income. 
Fromm also estimated the responsiveness of Ohio's income tax col-
lection to growth in income and returns. The model was used to fore-
cast only for one year and the model was used to estimate the revenues 
one year backwards. The projections were within 1 percent of the 
actual values. 
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In recent years considerable attention has been given to the 
impact of indexing the individual income tax structures both at the 
federal and state levels. The aggregate and distributional impacts of 
indexation of Colorado and Virginia personal income tax structures 
have been simulated. The Virginia study (1) defined partial indexa-
tion to include tying only the exemption value and the standard deduc-
deduction to the price index while full indexation, also indexed mar-
ginal tax brackets. The Virginia study estimated the impacts of both 
partial and full indexation while the Colorado study (2) estimated the 
impact of full indexation only. 
The impact of partial vs. full indexation was studied on a stra-
tified sample of Virginia taxpayers. The analysis also included the 
impact of allowing for a lag in the indexation factor. 
Several conclusions were drawn with respect to the alternative 
simulation schemes. In the aggregate analysis, it was found that the 
second year revenue loss was much larger than the loss during the 
first year. This was because indexation during the second year was 
based on a compound rate of growth of the CPI. The rate of increase 
of the CPI in 1974 was much more than in 1973. The second aggregate 
result was that partial indexation accounted for less than half of the 
revenue loss resulting from full indexation. 
The final result compared the lagged simulation to the no lag 
simulations. It was found that when inflation was rising a lagged 
indexing mechanism provided smaller tax reduction than a mechanism 
with no lag. When the inflation rate was declining, the lagged mech-
anism provided larger tax reductions than a current year index. 
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Analysis of the distributional impacts showed that the tax structure 
would become slightly more progressive with indexation. 
In Dale Wasson's study (24) he summarized information from indi-
vidual income tax returns for Oklahoma for two consecutive years. He 
developed a computer tax model which provided aggregate and distribu-
tional analyses of proposed changes in the Oklahoma individual income 
tax code. He used the state specific database as the input to the 
model. He also used the model to evaluate proposed changes in the 
Oklahoma individual income tax code. 
The database developed by him was found to be within 5 percent 
margin of error. Impact analyses were performed for variations in the 
value of exemptions and the standard deductions. The revenue loss, of 
increasing the exemption value from $750 to $1000 was estimated. The 
reduction in overall effective tax rate was computed to be from 1.68 
percent to 1.5 percent. The impact by income classes was also compu-
ted. The model was used to predict fiscal 1979 collections. The sim-
ulated forecast exceeded reported collections by 4.3 percent. 
Wasson mentioned some improvements that could be made on his 
model. He suggested the incorporation of a federal database with the 
state specific data used by him. He also suggested that equations 
similar to those used by the U.S. Treasury could be developed for 
Oklahoma to age the state files (databases) which would facilitate 
forecasting. 
Summary 
The literature reveals that the computer simulation models are 
being used extensively at the federal level. The development of such 
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models at the state level is still in the initial stages. The key 
factors in their growth at the state level are analyst time and compu-
ter usage. The models developed for state should involve minimal 
costs and substantial relevant output. 
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MICRODATA BASE 
In a microsimulation study, in order to simulate alternative tax 
structures, data on a large number of microunits (taxpayers) are 
required. The data used in this study allowed for changes in standard 
and itemized deduction values, exemption values and rate structures 
both at federal and state level. 
The data used in this study came from the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice, Statistics of Income File of 1975. The Statistics of Income 
File (SOI) is a sample of individual tax returns filed for the tax 
year 1975 giving Oklahoma as the place of residence. This is a part 
of a database comprising income tax returns filed by U.S. citizens and 
residents during 1975 from all over the U.S. A separate set of rates 
for each of five groups of states was prescribed for selection of the 
basic sample. It consists of 2,087 records with 193 variables in each 
record. Sampling weights were obtained by dividing the number of 
returns filed per sample stratum by the number of sample returns actu-
ally received for the stratum. These 2,087 records represent a total 
of 1,011,211 returns. 
The other database used in this model is the Survey of Income and 
Education database. It is a household file complete with records for 
the household, each family in the household, and person records for 
each person in the household selected in the sample. This data had 
been converted to relevant tax variables in an earlier study (9). 
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This file consists of 2,702 records which represent a total of 
1,390,000 returns. 
These files had been spot checked for internal consistence and 
for consistency with each other. The results of the tests applied 
indicated that the files are valid for Oklahoma (23). However, many 
of the data items were found to have too small a sample population to 
be representative of the full population. 
A statistical analysis of the two microdata files showed that the 
difference between the Statistics of Income file and the Survey of 
Income and Education file was not statistically significant (7). 
Hence data from one of the files could be used in conjunction with 
the other to make inferences on the effects of tax policies. 
The microdata bases explained in this chapter were used in simu-
lating the impact of certain changes in Oklahoma state tax code, made 
in the last few years, which are explained in the next chapter. 
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OKLAHOMA INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX LAW AND COLLECTIONS 
The major provisions of the current individual income tax law 
were enacted in 1971 (11). The 1971 law and the changes since then 
are mentioned below. The starting point in arriving at Oklahoma tax-
able income is federal adjusted gross income. The federal AGI is the 
gross income reduced by ordinary and necessary business and trade 
expenses incurred by professional individuals and unincorporated busi-
nesses. 
Oklahoma adjusted gross income is based on federal AGI and is 
used in calculating the Oklahoma standard deduction. The major 
adjustments to federal AGI are shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
ADJUSTMENTS TO FEDERAL ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME IN 






1. State and local interest. 
2. Out-of-state losses. 
3. Employee business expenses deducted 
100 percent on the federal form but 
not totally applicable to Oklahoma. 
1. Exempt interest income. 
2. Out-of-state income from real or 
tangible property. 
3. Non-taxable income. 
4. Oil and gas depletion allowance. 
The items subtracted from Okahoma AGI in calculating Oklahoma 
taxable income are shown in Table II. In calculating the exemptions, 
the taxpayer is allowed a $750 personal exemption. Additional exemp-
tions of $750 each are allowed. 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF DEVIATION OF OKLAHOMA TAXABLE INCOME 
FROM OKLAHOMA ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME 
Oklahoma AGI 
Minus exclusion 
of a portion of: 
Equals 





Oklahoma Taxable Income 
1. Interest income. 
2. Military pay. 
3. Political contributions. 
1. Exemptions. 
2. Deductions. 
A. Standard or 
B. Itemized. 
3. Federal tax deduction. 
The Oklahoma taxpayer has the option of itemizing his deductions 
or claiming a standard deduction. If standard deduction was claimed 




TAX SCHEDULES UNDER METHOD ONE 




0 - 1,000 1/2% 
1,000 - 2,500 1 
2,500 - 3,750 2 
3,750 - 5,000 3 
5,000 - 6,250 4 
6,250 - 7,500 5 
7,500 and above 6 
$ 




0 - 2,000 1/2% 
2,000 - 5,000 1 
5,000 - 7,500 2 
7,500 - 10,000 3 
10,000 - 12,500 4 
12,500 - 15,000 5 
15,000 and above 6 
Source: 68 O.S. Supp. 1979, Sec. 2355. 
$ 
TABLE IV 
TAX SCHEDULES UNDER METHOD TWO 




0 - 1,000 1/2% 
1,000 - 2,500 1 
2,500 - 3,750 2 
3,750 - 5,000 3 
5,000 - 6,250 4 
6,250 - 7,500 5 
7,500 - 9,250 6 
9,250 - 11,250 7 
11,250 - 13,250 8 
13,250 - 15,250 9 
15,250 - 17,500 10 
17,500 - 21,000 11 
21,000 - 27,000 12 
27,000 - 33,000 13 
33,000 - 39,000 14 
39,000 - 43,000 15 
43,000 - 49,000 16 
49,000 and above 17 
$ 
Joint, head-of-household and 
surviving spouse returns 
Taxable Marginal 
Income Rate 
0 - 2,000 1/2% 
2,000 - 5,000 1 
5,000 - 7,500 2 
7,500 - 9,000 3 
9,000 - 10,500 4 
10,500 - 12,000 5 
12,000 - 13,500 6 
13,500 - 15,000 7 
15,000 - 17,000 8 
17,000 - 23,000 9 
23,000 - 29,000 10 
29,000 - 38,000 11 
38,000 - 48,000 12 
48,000 - 58,000 13 
58,000 - 69,000 14 
69,000 - 81,000 15 
81,000 - 94,000 16 
94,000 and above 17 
Source: 68 O.S. Supp. 1979, Sec. 2355. 
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Prior to 1971, Oklahoma law allowed for full deductibility of 
federal tax. During the period 1971 to 1975 no portion of federal 
liability was deductible. From 1975 through 1978, the federal tax 
deduction was the first $500 plus 5 percent of the excess of this 
amount with a maximum of $1700 (14). The 1979 law provided taxpayers 
with the option of full deductibility and one set of tax tables or 
zero deductibility and the pre 1979 tables (12). The two tables are 
shown in Tables III and IV. 
The sum of the exemptions and deductions plus the federal tax 
deduction is subtracted from Oklahoma income after adjustments to 
yield Oklahoma taxable income. This taxable income amount is used to 
determine Oklahoma tax liability from the tax tables. 
On the 1979 income tax form there were a total of eight tax cre-
dits. Of these credits only two are refundable when the credit 
exceeds the amount of liability. The property tax credit (January 1, 
1975) was refundable regardless of liability (13). The other refund-
able credit was the conservation excise tax credit (15). 
Oklahoma Individual Income Tax Collections 
The steady increase in individual income tax collections as a 
percentage of total state tax collections is shown in Table V. It 
had increased from 5.9 percent in 1950 to 21.9 percent in 1973. 
This increase has been attributed to the fact that individual 
income tax is a progressive tax and hence they are more responsive to 
income growth. Also, the total revision of the income tax code for 












THE CHANGING ROLE OF INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX COLLECTIONS 
SELECTED YEARS (DOLLARS IN MILLIONS) 
Collections Individual Individual 
From All Income Tax As % of 
Taxes Collections All Taxes 
$1,167.4 $225.3 21. 9% 
779.3 151. 7 19.5 
427.7 50.6 11. 8 
301. 5 26.7 8.9 
230. 6 16.4 7. 1 
178.2 10.6 5.9 
135.3 7.7 5.7 
Source: Robert L. Sandmeyer, Dale Wasson, and Rudy I. Greer, Report: 
A Study of Oklahoma State Taxes, Oklahoma State University 
(February 1979), Table II-2, p. 26. 
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MICROSIMULATION MODEL 
The basic purpose of the computer simulation model is to estimate 
the aggregate and distributional impacts of modifications to a state's 
individual income tax code on the state tax revenues. In development 
of such a model flexibility, economy, and adaptability of the differ-
ent sources of input are essential. 
The model has been developed to minimize additional programming 
for alternative simulations. It is designed to minimize computation 
time. The model could be used with alternative input sources (micro-
data bases). It is generalized to enable usage with any state tax 
code with minimal program modifications. The tax model is explained 
in detail in the following section. 
Tax Model 
To enable simulation involving all federal and state tax vari-
ables, each line in the state tax code has been included in the pro-
gram in the form of equations. This will simplify generation of 
alternative scenarios with minimal analyst intervention. 
The basic equations of the simulation model are: 
STVAR(ll) = VAR(49) + STVAR(2) + STVAR(3) + STVAR(4) 
- STVAR(7) - STVAR(8) - STVAR(9) 
STVAR(35) = VAR(49) - STVAR(31) - STVAR(32) - STVAR(33) 
STVAR(39) = STVAR(35) - STVAR(37) - STVAR(16) 
VAR(49): Federal adjusted gross income 
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STVAR(2): State and Municipal Bond Interest 
STVAR(3): Out of state losses 
STVAR(4): Other additions 
STVAR(7): Interest on U.S. Government obligations 
STVAR(8): Out of state income 
STVAR(9): Non-taxable income 
STVAR(ll): Oklahoma adjusted gross income 
STVAR ( 16): Prorating factor 
STVAR(31): Partial military pay exclusion 
STVAR(32): Interest qualifying for Dividend exclusion 
STVAR(33): Political contributions 
STVAR(35): Oklahoma income after adjustments 
STVAR(37): Federal Income tax deduction 
STVAR(39): Oklahoma taxable income 
Due to data limitations several state tax variables have been 
assumed to be zero. This is because state specific data was not 
available. But, there is a provision in the model to input state spe-
cific data into the model. The following state tax variables included 
in the above mentioned equations were taken to be zero. 
State and municipal bond interest 
Out of state losses 
Other additions 
Interest on U.S. Government obligations 
Out of state income 
Non-taxable income 
Partial military pay exclusion 




Inclusion of all the components of the tax code in the program as 
variable names makes the program more generalized. Thus, simulations 
can be done by reading in the values for these components. In this 
program, for every record any of the 193 variables which are necessary 
for the simulation could be read in. These 193 variables are 
explained in detail in the documentation of the microdata files in the 
article by Turner et.al. (23). 
Some of the components of the federal and state tax codes which 
are treated as input parameters in the model are listed in Table VI. 
The names of the different variables as used in the model are listed. 
In addition to the input parameters mentioned above, the following 
values are provided in the program: 
1. The number of records read. 
2. Minimum and maximum federal tax deduction. 
3. The number of tables to be printed. 
4. Minimum and maximum deductions. 
5. Minimum and maximum exemptions. 
In listing the programs initially, only 20 records were read. 
This was controlled by the parameter value controlling the number of 
records read. Thus, a section of the microdata base could be accessed 
without having to read all the records. 
The program is divided into several subroutines. The first sub-
routine is to read the data from a microdata file. By separating this 
into a subroutine, alternative data sources could be used for the 
simulations. The second subroutine converts the federal tax variables 
to state tax variables according to the state tax code. This is the 
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subroutine that would have to be modified to use the model with dif-
ferent state tax codes. The third subroutine detennines the state 
adjusted gross income bracket for a particular record. The limits on 
the different brackets could be easily changed if necessary. The 
fourth subroutine is to compute the tax for a particular taxable 
income. This subroutine would have to be changed when the model is to 
be used with different state tax codes. The fifth subroutine is the 
one which computes the totals for each variable across each variable 
that would be printed out in the final output. If additional vari-
ables are required on the output, minor changes in this subroutine 
would suffice. The division of the program into several subroutines 
enhances the flexibility of the program. 
TABLE VI 
Federal adjusted gross income VAR(49) 
Type of deduction VAR ( 17) 
Amount of deduction VAR (76) 
Number of exemptions VAR(44) 
Weight factor VAR(l93) 
Mari ta l status VAR(22) 




The output consists of eight different tables. The tables are 
classified by marital status and the taxable nature of the records. 
For each table the chosen number of variables are printed for each 
adjusted gross income class and the totals are printed at the bottom 
of each column. 
Table VII contains a listing, by type of return, of the eight 
summary tables which the simulator is capable of producing for any 
forecast. For each return classification a table of totals is 
printed. 
TABLE VII 
Table Number Type of Return Included 
1 All returns 
2 All taxable returns 
3 A 11 joint returns 
4 All single taxable returns 
5 A 11 joint returns 
6 A 11 taxable joint returns 
7 All head of household returns 
8 All taxable head of household 
returns 
Summary 
Several simulation models developed earlier were very flexible 
and could be used for only a few predetermined variables. They were 
limited in their capability to estimate the aggregate and distribu-
tional impacts of alternative tax laws. 
This model could estimate the impacts with a minimal program mod-
ification whenever necessary. It could be run with different input 
sources. It could estimate the impact of changes in the federal tax 
code on state tax revenues. It could be used with any state tax code 
by changing one subroutine in the program. 
The flexibility is built into the simulator by using variable 
names throughout and specifying parameter values on the data cards. 
This model could be used to study the impact of any modifications to 
Oklahoma's individual income tax code. The listing of the computer 
program is shown in Appendix 7. 
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RESULTS 
In the previous chapters, some important features of the Oklahoma 
individual income tax code were discussed and the microsimulation 
model was explained in detail. The purpose of this chapter is the 
discussion of the simulation results under alternative tax structures 
using the microsimulation model and the data bases mentioned earlier. 
In the first section, the aggregate and distributional impact on 
state tax revenues, by an increase in the dividend and interest ex-
clusion limit at the federal level is discussed. In the second sec-
tion the impact of the changes in the Oklahoma state tax code in 1979 
are discussed. In the final section the simulation using the state 
tax code of New Mexico, Kansas and Oklahoma with the same database is 
discussed. 
Impact of Change in Federal Tax Code 
on State Tax Revenue 
The amount of dividends and interest allowed for exclusion from 
federal adjusted gross income is expected to be increased to $400. A 
simulation was carried out to determine the impact of such a change on 
the state tax revenue. The summary table of this simulation is shown 
in Appendix 2. 
The total federal tax deduction dropped to $324,783,000 from the 
previous level of $326,301,000. This reduction in the federal tax was 
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due to the significantly higher dividend and interest exclusion. 
This change in the federal tax code decreased the state tax revenue 
by nearly 1.4 percent. The total state tax revenue dropped from 
$144,778,000 to $142,750,000. This reduction in the total state tax 
was due to the lower federal adjusted gross income. 
Income Class 
$ 0 < 1 
1 < 2 
2 < 3 
3 < 4 
4 < 5 
5 < 10 
10 < 15 
15 < 20 
20 < 25 
25 < 30 
30 < 50 
50 < 100 
100 < 200 
200 < 500 
500 < 1000 
over 1000 
TABLE VIII 
IMPACT OF CHANGE IN FEDERAL INTEREST AND 
DIVIDEND EXCLUSION LIMIT ON STATE 
TAX REVENUE 




1. 72 1. 67 
5.31 6.04 






















- • 2 
+ .1 
The distributional impact of the change in federal tax code on state 
tax liability is brought out in Table VIII. The average state tax 
liability in each income class under the old and new codes had been 
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computed. The most significant reductions in state tax liability 
under the new federal tax code was for the income classes from $1000 
to $5000. 
Impact of Change in State Tax Code on 
State Tax Revenue 
In 1979 there was a major change in the amount of federal tax 
deduction allowed in computing the Oklahoma state tax liability. From 
1975 to 1978, the amount of federal tax deduction allowed was the 
first $500 plus 5 percent of the excess of this amount. The maximum 
limit was $1700. The 1979 tax law provided the option of full federal 
tax deductibility and one set of tax tables or zero tax deductibility 
and the pre 1979 tables. The federal tax deduction is prorated by the 
ratio of Oklahoma adjusted gross income to federal adjusted gross 
income. 
Using the 1975 database and the state tax codes of 1978 and 1979, 
two separate simulations were carried out. The summary tables of the 
simulations are shown in Appendix 3 and 4. The total state income 
tax dropped from $161,666,000 (1978) to $121,980,000 (1979). This was 
mainly due to the increased federal tax deductions which rose from 
$340,639,000 (1978) to $1,232,110,000 (1979). 
The distributional impact of this change in the state tax code is 
shown in Table IX. There was no significant change in the average tax 
liability of taxpayers falling in the less than $5000 adjusted gross 
income brackets. But, for the taxpayers in the higher income brac-
kets, there were large reductions in their state tax liability. For 
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taxpayers falling in the $5000 - $10,000 range the state tax liability 
was reduced by nearly 42 percent. There was no difference for tax-
payers with an income greater than $200,000, which may have been due 
to the higher marginal tax rates in those income brackets. 
TABLE IX 
IMPACT OF CHANGE IN FEDERAL TAX DEDUCTIONS 
ON OKLAHOMA STATE TAX REVENUE 
Income Class Average Tax Liability Percent Change 
(000) 1978C 1979C 
$ 0 < 1 0 0 
1 < 2 .124 .124 0 
2 < 3 2.12 2.12 0 
3 < 4 5.5 5. 5 0 
4 < 5 12.89 12.86 0.23 
5 < 10 37.32 33.46 10.34 
10 < 15 106. 81 83. 03 22.26 
15 < 20 226.88 177. 22 21.88 
20 < 25 435.26 340.5 21. 77 
25 < 30 663.28 508.66 23.3 
30 < 50 1161.15 856.65 26.2 
50 < 100 2654.0 1773.61 33.17 
100 < 200 5839 3378.0 42.15 
200 < 500 16551 16551 0 
500 < 1000 35624 35625 0 
Over 1000 232666 232666 0 
In another simulation, using the same database state tax revenue 
was computed using the tax codes of Kansas, New Mexico and Oklahoma. 
There are several major differences between the tax codes. The re-
sults of the simulations are shown in Appendices 3, 5 and 6. 
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Under the New Mexico tax code, no federal tax deduction is 
allowed. Whereas in Kansas a complete deduction of the total federal 
tax paid is allowed, and in Oklahoma the first $500 plus 5% of the 
excess of this amount with a maximum of $1700 is allowed as a federal 
tax deduction. 
The other deductions allowed in New Mexico are high. But, 
itemization of deductions is not allowed according to the New Mexico 
tax code. In Kansas, the deduction limits are lower than those for 
New Mexico, but tax payers could itemize their deductions. In Okla-
homa the deduction limits are the least of the three states and itemi-
zation is allowed. The marginal tax rates are high in Kansas in 
comparison with those in Oklahma and New Mexico. 
The aggregate taxable income, in Oklahoma, was the highest and 
in Kansas, the least. But, the total tax revenue in Kansas was about 
170 percent of the total tax revenue in Oklahoma. This reflects the 
very high marginal tax rates of Kansas. The total state tax revenue 
of New Mexico was about 84 percent of the revenue in Oklahoma. 
The ratio of the number of taxable returns to the number of total 
returns was much higher in Oklahoma compared to those in Kansas and 
New Mexico. The results reflect the broader tax base and lower 
marginal tax rates of Oklahoma compared to those of New Mexico and 
Kansas. 
The average state tax liability, under the three state tax codes 
is shown, by income class, in Table X. In the lower income classes, 
up to $5000, the tax liability under New Mexico tax code was much 




Income Oklahoma Kansas N. Mexico 
Class State Tax State Tax Percent State Tax Percent 
(000)$ Liability Liability Change Liability Change 
0 < 1 0 0 3.699 
1 < 2 .124 0 11.95 
2 < 3 2.12 .23 -89.0 21.00 +890 
3 < 4 5.50 4.54 -17. 5 31. 09 +465 
4 < 5 12.89 16.11 +25 42.85 +232 
5 < 10 37 .36 56.15 +50.3 88.88 +138 
10 < 15 106.81 222.49 +108 209.57 + 96 
15 < 20 226.88 452.95 +99.6 380.28 + 68 
20 < 25 435.26 794.09 +82.4 600.33 + 38 
25 < 30 663.30 1206.57 +82.0 843.50 + 27 
30 < 50 1161.15 1905.24 +64.1 1487.00 + 28 
50 < 100 2654 3618.00 +36.3 3626.00 + 37 
100 < 200 5839 5123.4 +12.3 8950.02 + 53 
200 < 500 16551 24265 +46.6 23634 + 43 
500 < 1000 35625 53000 +48.8 51250 + 44 
1000 or more 232666 348500 +49. 8 346333 + 49 
ranging from $5000 to $100,000 the tax liability was highest under the 
Kansas tax code, marginally lower under New Mexico tax code and much 
lower under Oklahoma tax code. In the over $100,000 range the tax 
liability under New Mexico and Kansas tax codes were almost equal. 
But, they were nearly 45 percent higher than the state tax liability 
under Oklahoma tax code. 
In this section the capability of the microsimulation model was 
illustrated by carrying out simulations under alternative tax struc-
tures. The kind of analysis that could be done with the summary 
tables was also illustrated. The results have not heen rigorously 
verified with available, actual data. But, preliminary verification 
showed the results to be within 5 percent of actual data. 
The first simulation in this chapter was carried out with a 
change in the federal tax code. It showed that the taxpayers in the 
lower income brackets gained from this change. The aggregate state 
tax revenue dropped marginally. The second simulation was done 
incorporating the changes in the Oklahoma state tax code of 1979. 
There was a substantial reduction in the aggregate state tax revenue. 
The major gains under this change were for taxpayers in the higher 
income brackets. In the third simulation, a comparison of Kansas, 
New Mexico and Oklahoma state tax codes brought out the differences in 
the tax codes. The average tax liability under the Oklahoma state tax 
code was generally lesser than the tax liability under the tax codes 
of the other two states. In all the simulations, the 1975, Statistics 
of Income database was used. 
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SUMMARY AND EVALUATION 
The specific objectives of this study are reviewed and the extent 
to which the model has achieved these objectives are discussed in this 
chapter. The limitations of the model are mentioned in conclusion. 
The objective of this study was to develop a microsimulation 
model that would provide aggregate and distributional analyses of pro-
posed changes in the federal and state income tax code, that would be 
flexible enough to be used with any tax code, to include all state tax 
variables, to input different data bases with minor program modifica-
tions. 
At this stage the model is capable of providing aggregate and 
distributional analyses of proposed changes in the federal and state 
tax codes. It has been simulated with different data bases with minor 
program modifications, effectively. The program has been simulated 
with tax codes of different states with minor changes. But, no con-
clusive verification has been carried out to determine whether the 
estimates were accurate. Preliminary verification shows results of 
estimates to be within 5 percent of actual data. 
The limitations of the model at this stage are discussed below. 
The state specific data have not been used in the simulations, which 
reduces the accuracy of the estimates. The aging factors for the dif-
ferent variables have not been determined which limits the simulations 
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to the sample year. If these factors are included, forecasts of tax 
liability could be obtained for the state. 
If all these changes are incorporated into the model, it would 
improve the accuracy of the forecasts made, using this model. 
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APPENDIX 1 
SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMULATION USING 
FEDERAL TAX CODE BEFORE CHANGE 
ALL RETURNS: ADJUSTED CROSS INCOME, TOTAL DEDUCTIONS , EXE!-IPTIONS , TAXABLE 
INCCME,UICOME TAX AFTER CREDITS, A/ID ACDI'lIONAL TAX FOR TAX PREHRENCES, 
BY SI7E OF ADJUSTED CROSS I liCOHE HO ·BY HARITAL STJ.'rUS OF TAXPUEP. 
OKLAHOMA FULL YEAR ALL RETt:RliS 
SIZE OF ADJUSTED CROSS INCOME TOTAL 
~U ~BER OF ADJUSTED TOTAi. EXEMPTIOi;S FED TAX TAHHl,E INCO~E T /.X CHOITS 
RETURNS CROSS 1 NCOHE DEDO CT IONS DEDUCTIONS INCOME BEFORE CRf.CITS 
MO AOJ~STED CROSS INCCHE 10245. 2 303. 10245. 9023. o. o. o. o. 
$ 1 UNDER $ 1oco •• 41519. 34503. 40741. 48270. o. o. o. o. 
$ 1000 UNDER$ 2000 •• J9979. 12202. 3 9979. 38369. o. 1076. s. o. 
$ 2000 UN!lER $ 30CO •• 49544. 134 915. 495H. 750 24. 823. 1M04. 05. o. 
s 3000 UNDER$ 4000 •• 41024. 152532. 43418. 62782. 3174. 35244. 2:a. o. 
$ 4000 UNDER $ soco •• 56327. 273 995. 14503. 1046 oo. 10314. 85232. 610. o. 
$ 5000 UNDER$ 6000 •• 43734. 2 53 758. 50843. 77310. 11960. 102237. B ·15. o. 
s 6000 UNDER$ 1000 •• 47849. 3 25 065. 55449. 116120. 14003. 131095. 1243. o. 
s 7000 UNDER S aooo •• 39JR6~ 3 07 723. 63194. 76!146. 16105. 13'.l99fl. 1571. 274. 
$ 8000 U!lDER S 90CO •• 39751. 3 51410. 65558. 78465. 19093. 176606. 21 :;o. 83. 
$ 9000 0110£!1 S 10000 •• 46062. 456438. 90398. 102257. 21713. 229093. 27'l3. 295. 
s 10000 UliOER $ 11 oco •• 38706. 417 710. 8 68 2E. 102651. 18':119. l 9'l466. 2215. 392. 
s 11000 U!,D£R S 12COO •• 28072. 329117. 59107. 64349. 14716. 162992. 2·1 '.4. o. . ..... .... ~· 
s 12000 UKDER $ 13000 •• 3861 o. 4 95 268. 9 2855. 635 oo. 21054. 286700. t:5 :!2. •lO. 
s 13COO UNDt,;R $ 14 0 co •• 30968. 4 26 015. 126 86. 815 38. 17032. 21!i809. 40,16. 155. C 
s HOCO UIIDE!l S 15000 •• 28104. 419381. 91372. 67690. 15447. 2:lP,052. 41 ·lO. ': £1. 
s 1500C U!;OER S 2occo •• 102654. 1815 GSO. 320254. 2132 97. 59839. 11122,3. 22'l 11. I 02•1. 
s 20000 IJ!':DER $ 2 50 00 •• 493!15. 1122102. 1876fi~. 1272 06. Jl'/Bl. 745·11, c. 207 ;4. ~2. ·;;; 
$ 25000 UNDER$ 3 0000 •• 22551. 6 62 903. 105910. 53719. 16777. 44101J. 154H. o. t,-
s 30 00 0 UNDER $ 5 0000 •• 21060. 822076. 112641. 522 90. 19153. 585953. 24a Jl. o. 
.., s 50000 UNDER S 100000 •• 1433. 5 23 ?52. 8 78 40. 1966?. 10695. 3'].1417. 169 21. (j. t, 
$ 100000 UNDER$ 200000 •• 2064. 278438. 4602e. 5A90. 3439. 213J86. 1)805. o. U} 
$ 200000 UNDER S 500000 •• 56. 16H2. 111. 11,6. 96. 16042. 935. o. 
$ 500000 UNOCR $1000000 •• 10. 6 C67. 2c. 31. 11. 5952. 353. o. 
.., 
$1000000 GH HO~E •••••••• 8. 29195. 1 s. 30. u. 29102. 1742. o. (} w 
TOTAL 825111. 973 0678. 1847633. 112106"/. 326301. 55'.MH5. 144 718. '.1091. I.O 
~~L~iOMA FULL YEAF 
APPENDIX 2 
SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMULATION USING 
CHANGED FEDERAL TAX CODE 
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APPENDIX 3 
SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMULATION USING 
OKLAHOMA TAX CODE of 1978 
ALL 1ETUS~S: Ai)JLST":> G~C5S I N::OMl, TOTAL DEOU( T IcNS . EXEMPTION$ • T AXl,P,Lf. 
INCCME.INCCtJ~ TAX AFTt:R CRE:.Olrs. ANO ADDITIONAL TA)( = OR l-','< PF,·:;:p(pf. NCE S • 
DY 51 l.C Uf' Al)J\.STC:) GhO'.iJ 1 NCC MC AMJ OY f.\ARITAL STAT~S OF T AXPAYE~ • 
i.,.'\.L.~i0~A ALL RE.TUF,NS 
:i. l 1. ~ uf ADJUSTED GRO$S JNC0"4=: 
NU.,,IUE~ OF AOJU!:,f(O TJ TAL E XEMPTI CINS FED TAX TN<AllLE 
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APPENDIX 4 
SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMULATION USING 
OKLAHOMA TAX CODE OF 1979 
ALL Rl:. TU.1:NS: ADJt.STED cr..css INCC'Ml:, TUTAI_ OEDJCT {CNS • EX:(:14.:>T lOt~S , TAYJ,SLE 
11\CU,'-iE,lNCC~E TAX AFTC.~ CR..::'.Oif.; • ANO ALOIT 10NAL TAX FD~ TI\X PRl:fER2NC::":-,. 
f1Y SIZE JF AOJI..Jl:'.O c.;qoss IN.:OMt AND UY ~Ar.JTI\L ST/'.TUS Cf' 11 ... xPAYr:.::·, 
ALL m:. r UH hS 
~lLL ;Jf AOJUSTEC G'iCSS lNCO~f:: TCTAL 
NlJ~:·1t::n. OF J, . >JU5TEO TJfA_ EXEM,..,TIG~S 
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SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMULATION USING 
KANSAS TAX CODE 
ALL RETURNS! A0Jl,STZO GJ;CSS INCC,"4.Et TOTAL OfCUCT ICNS • EXEMPT IOt-,:3 • TAXARLE 
lKC~E.lNCOME TAX AFTER CR::'.Jll~. AN[) ADOIT[CNAL TAX ran TAX PREFERENCES, 
BY 5lZt OF AOJU$TEU GF.0$$ lNC.0:,1 £ AND OY MARITAL STATUS OF TAXPA YC=l • 
ALL RE TURNS 
~li.L OF ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME 
NU'-ttlC~ OF A)JUSTEO L-'TAL E X!c MPTI CNS FEO TAX T A,<f<oLE 
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APPENDIX 6 
SUMMARY TABLE OF SIMULATION USING 
NEW MEXICO TAX CODE 
ALL AETUR~S: -DJUSTED Gqoss 1~:DME, TOTAL DEDUCTIONS , EXEMPTIONS, TAXABLE 
lN.CGME.,lNCC~E lAX /,Fl CF'- CR~0lT:i • ANG I\DDlT lONAL TAX FOR TAX PRE:FEC?CN(ES, 
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5-..) 1)1,)j \),J LhOE:q $1.JUOO·JJ •• o. 4es4. 2.4. 3 :;. o. 47C,!>; 
.t-t. UU'JOOJ CR NGR.E, ••••• •• <:, 23.3~·6· p; .. 32. 0, 2 :..3( 4.., 
IJTA- 10 l 1 21 1. lO~;j:JJ~O,, Joo<}J 1.::., 2 7 :HF;•~?• 0, 5f. l· ,{(,•. 4,, 
lt;H.L 









~7 I I" O,i 
2;: ( ~ .. 0. 
,~~. 16 Q • 
t-,!: . .1+2.,. J. 
4 03t;..,. 0. 
~~ ;; 2( ,, 0, 
:.H.l!i,. ,)._, 
A- 1 o;,,,, ~. 
3 (~ 3.1. , ,) , 
l ( <j !:.IS~ 0. 
l •):,,(,,·,.-, "'·' 
"'2 .:!."J J :,. 
1 7:?77, ~. 
23(,27, <)" 
1 :1 Jo::<>- l, 
{?!":. 
{t. 1 'J"" ~. 
201C, ) . 
l ~ l. ? -;-; ' +'> 
+'> 





:c:.11-1c: .. \IA'.;, ,STV,\R ,C·KVA;:. ,TOT,K ·"' ,N 
or:~Ci'.SlON VA~(lS31 , CJKV.A::':8,25,8>, TCT(81,Sf\/Ah:o4) 
uO lG K=l,8 
DtJ 20 1'1= 1, 25 
DO 30 I\= 1, 3 




uO 700 L=l ,2 C87 
CALL READ 
K=l 
CALL OK 1 AX 
CALL T XB RAC 
CALL T .AB CAL 
IF{STVAR(l+O):,LEel::,O) GO TO 12 
K=2 
CALL T XB f;AC 
CALL TABCAL 
IF (VAR ( 2 2) .Ea• 1. 0, OR• VAR ( 22 > •Ea, 3 • 0 > K=3 
IF:VAR:22laEC"2o0aOReVAR(22)eEOo5o1oJReVARt22):,E~a6e0) K=5 
IF { \/AF<:( 22>.,Ea .. 4. 1Ja OR:, 'IAR:22 ).Ea.7~0) 1<=7 
CALL T xePAC 
CALL T ABCAL 
IF { KoE Go 3, Jo ANDo STVAR: 40 J..,GE el oO) K=~ 
IF(K.EG.5,,JeA'lO .. STVAR(,'+Olc,GEaleOJ K=5 
[F{Kot.Co7;;0.,ANC.,STVAR~40).:.GEaloO) K=3 
lf-'Cr<o'::G,e3,0eO~.K.EQ.5,,JaOC1,KeEC,7,0) GC TO 70J 
CALL T XBRAC 
CALL TABCAL 
?Jv CUNTINL.E 
DO 7Jl K=1 ,e 




,)J rJ C 






00 0 C 
ooo a 
0000 




OJ O 0 
00()0 
00 0 (J 





oo o a 
0:) ,) C 
00 0 C 
01) 0 /J 
0)0( 
')0 0 ·: 
01) 0 
,JJ J : 
00 0 t; 
OJ 00 
00 0 C 
O.J JC 
00 ,) C 
000 ( 
':.J FUF<.'~AT{'l',32X,'ALL RETJf<NS: 
* NS , EXE '-IP T l O ~ S , TA XA i3L E 1 ) 
A'h.lTE{c,701 
ACJIJSTE::> GRCSS li'4COME • T lJf AL DEDUCT IOOOOC 
Q,) 0 ~ 
O'J '.) ( 
7-) ruFtlAT(35X, • I'iCOME.INCOME TAX AFTER C."EDITS, ANO AODI TICNAL TAX FOOQO·: 
ll-R TAX FREFEFC:~CES,') JJ J• 
,o/RllE~c,80) OQQ, 
o'.l FOM.~AT(35X,'BY SIZE OF AC>JUSTEO GROSS INCOME A'O oY MARITAL STATUSOOQ( 
* 0 F TAX PAY ER• ' l 00 ·) ', 
GO TO ,82,85,90,1U0,110,120tl30,l~O),K 
·c:2 ;ic;ITE(t:,142) 
1~2 FCRMAT{/SX, 1 CKLAHCMA 1 ,17X, 1 ALL RETU~"S' 
GO TG 1eo 
c.5 nRITE(t,1451 
l.:;.:i FCRMAT (/SX, 1 OKLAHOMA' ,47X,' ALL TAXABLE RETUFN:i') 
GO TO 180 
S ) w ~ I T E ( 6 , 1 5 ,) ) 
l~O FURMAT(/5X, 1 0KLAHOMA 1 ,47X,'ALL SI~GLE FETJ~NS 1 ) 
GO TO 180 
lJJ v.RITE~o.loJ) 
ltJ FGRMAT~/5X,'JKLA'-tC"lA',47X, 1 ALL SII\GL:: T\XAB~E Rt:f.Jrt!'.5 1 ) 
GO TO 150 
11a .,.:~11c,t,1101 
1 7 :) F Li i::'. :-1 A T ( / '5 X , • .) < LAH CJ .. ; A ' , + 7 X , ' !\ LL J G I N T f< ET U ;. I'. S 1 ) 
:;.:; TC 1'30 
1)0 1) ( 
):) .) '. 
00 '), 
OJ O C 
()JO'. 
00 0 ( 
O') 1C 
000' 
00 0 r 
0 :) ,) ( 
000: 
00 ,) ( 
<)) J . 
0 ') 0 
Q'.) ') . 
co O. 
'. .. ., :. r : / s • , • c K L .!. rl '- ·., A • , .:. 7 x , • ., '- L J o 1 N r T A x. t, a, i:: -. -: r J"< ._. s • 
.;rJ TC 180 
~J .~><lTE{t, 19'::>) 
~5 FCF-,''AT(/SX,'Gi<LAHC'J,A',~7X, 1 ALL HE.<\O •)F :musu;Q_l) Rc:TJRNS 1 ) 
GO TO 180 
14.J llii:;ITE(t,143). 
i43 FOF</.'AT(/6,)X,•ALL fA.XA9LE HEAD CF 1-iOJSErOLD FETJR'i;, 1 1 
l 0 ) ·;; R I T E ( t , 1 °;, J ) 
193 FCRMAT{SX,'SIZE OF ACJUSTcD G~CSS INCOME',79X,'TOTAL 1 
WF<. l TE ( t, 20 0) 
4Q:>).) rJ 
00 0 C 
00 0 C 
00 .) : 




00 0 0 
oooc 
000 C 
.c.OJ FO~MAT (39X, 'NU'-IBE~ 0F',4X,'ADJLSTED',3X, 'TOTAL' ,3X,'EXEMPTICNS 1 1 6XOOOC 
*,'FED TAX' ,tX, 1TAXABLE',2X,' INCOME TAX',5X,'CK::D(TS 1 ) OOOC 
NRITE( t,210) 0000 
.c.10 FOr~AT(39X,'••f=Tur:·~s·,JX,'G~JSS INCOM:::',lX, 
*ICNS 1 ,~X,'INC(lw':: 1 ,2X,'BEFOKE Ci::.EOITS•) 
CALL J L TPUT 
'DE.)JC Tl J"IS 1 , 1 4X, • DEDVC TOO )0 
000 C 




SU3J;;C:JTI NE OUT FJT 
CC~MGN VAR,STVAR,CKVAR,TCT,K.~,N 
DIME,.,.SIONVAP{l93) 1 OKVA;:;(8.25.BJ, TOH31oSTVAR(641 
Dl~Efl.SICI\ IC{24l,ID{24) 
DATA IC /O,ltlC00,2000.3000,4000,5000 ,6000,70J'.> ,8000,9000, 
"'10000, 1100'), 12000, 13000, 14.JOO, 15000,20000,25JJ0,3JJOu,5000J, 
*100000,2C100C,5J0000/ 
iJ A TA I D I a , l iJ O O , 2) 0 ') , 3 o O O , ~ 0 0 0 , 5 0 0 0 , 6 0 C ') , 7 0 () 0, 3 0 0 0 1 90 00 , 
* 1 J ,) J .) , 1 1 OJ J , 1 2. o o Cl , 1 3 o Jo, 1.:.0 J o, 1 so Jo. 2 o o o o, 2 s 1 J J , 3 o 0 oo , s o Joo , 
>:<l COOCO ,2CJ000,500000 ,1000000/ 
.,,~~ITE{t,220UCKVA~:K, 1,N 1,'4=1.8) 
2,::0 FCFd-'AT {:5X,' NC .ACJUSTE:) GROSS I1'CCME 1 , 7X, IF 11,,.), 2X, 4Fl le O, 3X, lFl lo 
*0,3X,2Fll•O) 
DC 3 J J ~-1 =2 , 2 4 










')) ) ) 
Q,)) ,) 
oo 0 a 
0•) 0;; 
0!) 'JC 
OJ O () 
000 J 
Ntsl TE{ t,250) IC{ Ml, ID{ M) dOKVAf;(K,M,N) ,N=l ,5 I 0000 
~.iO FCRMAT{/SX,'$' ,17,' UNJER ', 1 $ 1 ,I7,',,',6X,1Fll,0,2X,4=11 ... o,3x,1F10))0 
* l " J , 3 X , 2 F 1 1 • J ) 00 0 C 
3 v O CC NT l N L.E 00 0 0 
J.3,) 
w r IT E ( t, 3 30 ) ( CK V AP ( K t 2 5, N l, 'i = l t 8) 
F C ~ i.•, A T , / 5 X , • $ l '),l O JOO Of. M Of;: E • • • • 0 • o • • , 7 X , 1 F l 1 " J , 2X , 4F 11 • 0 , 3 X, l F l 1 ,, 01 1J C 
* 0, JX , 2F l 1, 0) 
DC 501 N=l,8 
OC =GO /,1:l ,25 
TOT(~l=TOT{~)~UKV4~(K,M,N) 
:) .)J CCNT l'J LE 
0') ,) 0 
O)JJ 
oo o a 
OJ.) 0 
00) J 
501 CC'.~TU,LE OO'JO 
• ~ IT E ( t, ~) '.J > TU T( l l, TOT ( 2 l , T J T ( 3) , TOT( 4) , TOT{ 5 l , TO f( 6) , TOT ( 7 ) , TOT ( 3 0'.) 0 0 
*) 00 0 0 
q O O F CR MAT ' / 5 X, ' T Q 1 AL 1 , 2 7X , l F 11 • 0 , 2X , 4 Fl 1 o O, 3 X , 1 F 1 l "0 , 3X, 2F l l oO ) 00 0 0 
RETURN OOOJ 
SUBFCUTI I'.:;; FEAO 
C C W•1 C"l V A., , ST V .A q, J K VA~ , TOT, K , ~ t N 
:JI v,:: t--::; IC N VAR { 193) CK V A Fi ( 3 , 2 5 , 8 ) , TCT '3 >,ST/AR, 64) 
~E.-,D (10,500) ( \AR( I) ,1 =l ,193 l 
.., ) ,) F C ,- ',. t T { l 3 F '.;. ::, . ) , :~ 2 F .~ , J , ~ X , r 1 1 " J , l S 3 r- 1 !) , J ) 
Rt. TL,::;:~ 
OJOC 
00 0 0 
00 00 
00 OG 
00 0 >J 
.) ) ) J 
,.)'.) ') 0 
0)) ,) 
'.'. , .: ~ CJ T l "-~ T A 3 CAL 
,: L ,1,'~ C ~~ 'J /:I.' , ::, T V A P , C K \i A f, , T C T , <: , /1 , 'l 
0 I ,'I C 1' S I O I'.. v A :, { l 9 3 l , ;j K V Ac.; { 8 , 2 ':: , 8 I , T C T ~ ,'} l , S f V A R ~ b 4 ) 
CA LL C 1<- TAX 
uKV,\R{K,~,l )=CKVA.~(Kt,'-'• l)t5TVAR(57) 
CK VA ;:;, ~ K , Y, 2 ) = C KV AF< : K, !,', • 2 ) 1-( S TV A Q ( l 1 ) * ST V AC~ { 5 7 ) l / l O O O o O 0 
0 KV AR: K , M , 3) = C KV A~: K , :.1 , 3 ) t { 5 TV AR ( l 2 ) * ST VAR ( ':} 7 ) ) I 1 JOO• i) () 
:JKVM=:K,M,t;)=CKVAQ{K,~,4)+ {STVAR( 13l*~TVA~(57) )/1000.0 
0 K V A R ~ I< , I" , 5 l = C I< V A;:; ( K , ·~ , 5 ) + ( j T V AR { 3 7 l * S T V A R { 5 7 ) ) / l O O O • 0 0 
0 K VAR ( I<,~, 6) =C KVAR ( K , M, 6 l H ST VAR ( 39 ) *ST VAR ( S 7 I ) I 1000 • 00 
OKV AR ( K, Mt 7 l =CK V AP ( K, :,4, 7 l +( S TV A~ ( 40 ) * S TVAR ( 5 71 J / 10 0 Oa 00 
0 K VAR~ I< , I' , 3 ) = C I< VAR ( K , fJ , 8 ) + ( S TV > R ( 29 ) *ST V AR { 5 7 ) ) / l O O O • 
qETURN 
ENO 
suai:. cu lI N::: TXBRAC 
CLMMON VA~,STVAR,OKVAR,TOT,<,M,N 
0 ll·'.E I\S ION VAR { 193 l , GKV AR{ 8, 25t 8 l , TOT ( 8 l, STv'ArH 64) 
.> I ME I\ S I O I\ J ( 2 4 ) 
DATA J /l, l000,2000,3000,4000,50CC.60CC,7000, 
* 3 O O •) , 9 CO C, l O O O O, 1 1 0 1 0, l 2 O O O , l 3 00 0 • 14 0 0 0, 1 5 0 0 0 • 
*20000, ::50l1 0,300J0,500J0,100000 ,200000 ,5•JOOOO, 
*lJ0.)0.)0/ 
M=l 
f)u 1 0 I= 1 , 2 4 
IF(STVtRlll ).LT,J, I) )GO TO 20 
'-1=M+ l 




S l,i3 R CL 1I r-E CK T AX 
cc:-lMGN VAR,STVAf"! ,OK VAR ,TCT,K ,1i ,N 
Dl"1EI\.SI0N VA~(l93) , OKVA::;,(8,25,8), TOH8),STV~~~64J 
STVAH 57)=VAfs{ 193) 
STVAR(~3)= VA~(381 
STVA~(59l=VAR(39J 
STVA;;{ cO)=VA?.{ ~O) 
STVAQ((:l )=VA::.{41) 
STVAF<( t2)=VAR~~2) 
STVAR( t3l=VAR( 43) 
5 TV A q { c4 )= \/ AQ ( 44 ) 
STVAK, 1) =VAF.(49) 
STVA?.( 2 l=!J.O 
S T V AF : 3 I =J o 0 
STVAR( 4) :.J~ 0 
STVAR{5l=STVAC(2l~STVAq(J>•STVA~{ 4) 
S TV AF ( 6) =ST VA~ a l •ST V .J\ F< { 5 I 
S TV A R ( 7) = Oo 0 
STVAR(Sl=OeO 
STVAR{ c;) ='1, D 
5TVAP( lO)=STVA~( 7)+STVAR( 3H·S1'VAR(9) 
STVAF( 11 l=STVAF,6 >-STVAR{lJ) 
IF(VAR{l7loLE.2.0)GO TC 115 
STVAR( 12 l=O,L:itSTVA~( 11) 
! F(V/.; {22)., EC,3 .. J )GC TO 12:, 
[ i- , '.:, T '. ,~ ,; : 1 2 ) , ,_; 1 ,, l ! ') 0 ., ~; ,) ) G C T O 12 5 
S T / .!. .~ : 1 2 l = l C J ) ,, 8 0 
GC lC 135 
47 
.')Q () ,, 
:) ) 0 '• 
OJ O, 
OJ O C 
0 J ') C 
0) 0( 
01) 0 C 
00 0 C 





00 O ~ 
O:J O C 
00 0 C 
00 0( 
00 0 ( 
010( 
00 0 C 
1)0 0 C 
OJ JC 
00 0 C 
O)OC 




:}() 0 ,: 
0,) J' 
00 0 ( 
00 0 C 
) ) 0 ( 
OJ O C 
00 0 C 
00 0 ( 
000 C 
OJ O ( 








0) 0 i 
00 0 C 
0)0( 
00 0 ( 
0)) ( 
00 0 I 
00 0; 
J.) ,) l 
:)') I) l 
iJ) J l 
co.)' 
I . - [ r· ( :::, T V ,6 ,, ( t 2 J • I F • ,0 ) <! ·) ~ ·i .J J , ; J 
:,fvt.: (l?l<:C 1·1~00 
GU 10 13~ 
M.r 1 
TO l J 5 
l 2.:: Ir { S TV ,Ai:;" U 2 ) " GT , 5 l J ~ J ) I(; 0 r :l l 27 
Sf\iAh{ 12)~5,)0,, ()0 
GO TO 1.3 !: 
1~7 IF(::,TvA:;(12> .. LE,tlJuO.JJ)GO TO 13: 
STVAR( 12)=1000.,00 
GO TO 13!: 
115 STVAFdl2l=VAF=i,76) 
135 STVAR{ 13)=VAR(44)*750,,00 
l' 3 STVAR( 14 l=STVAR{ 12) +STVA~( 13) 
[F (STVAR(l)oECeOoO)GC TO 156 
l :.::i STVAR{ 15)=( STVAR( 111 /STVAR( 1) )*l 00,00 
GO TO 157 
l'.:::6 STVAR(l5l=O.,Q 
l':J7 STVAR( 16)=( STVAR( 14)/lJO,OOl*(STVAR(lS)) 
STVAP(17)=VAR(=2> 
IF{SlVAR(l7JoLTo500oOOlGC TO 188 
l C. -- :> 
STVAR( 18)=500.CO 
GO TC 195 
'.:TVAP., 18)=STVAfs~ 17> 
:3TVA;;.( 19)=(STV,M,( 17)-STVA:;'{ 18)) 
ST VAR ( 2 0 l = {ST V AR (l 9 ) *O • 0 5 ) 
S TV A Fd 2 1 ) = ( S l VAR ( 1 8 I +ST VAR ( 2 0 ) l 
STVAP(c2 l=STVA;:;( 15 J 
STVt.f:;(23)={ STVAfs(21 l*SfVAF{22) )/1:)0o'.> 
It'(STV.AR(23).L!::.1700.00)GO TO 235 
STVAG(23)~17J)~oo 
c..;:.i SfVAR( 24)=VAR{ 127) 
5TV.4.R( 25)=STVA.;;cz: .. )*0.2 
STVAR:26l=STVAF(ll I 
STVAF( 27)=STVAJ;( l) 
IF (STVAP( l ) .. Ec,.,o,,o)GO TO 236 
STVAJ;{28)=~STV.AR{2t:. )/STVAf=;.{27) )*100,.00 
GO TO 237 
c:'. 3 o S TV A;::, { 28 )=Jo 0 
c.J7 [F{STVAR(23)eLEol0rJ,,OO)GC ro 285 
STVAR( 28 )=100. 00 
C: 3 5 ST VA f; { 29 ) :;; ( {ST VAR { 2 8 l / l O O o OJ ) *ST V tR ( 2 5 l ) 
STVAR{ 30)=!:>TVAJ;{ 11) 
STVAR{ :;1 )::0.0 
STVAR(32)=0c0 
STVAR( 33)=0• 0 
IF{~TV.AQ(33J.GT,1)0,,0IGO TJ 338 
.;o TC 342 
3.36 ST'l4R(.::.3l=lOO.C 
..)42 STV,A::;(34 J=STVAR(31 l+STVAR{32 )+STV.AR.(33) 
STVAP{ 35)=( STVARL30 l-STVARD4)) 
STVAR( 36 l=STVAR( 161 
STVAR(37l=STVAR(23) 
STVAF.{ 28)={ ST VAR( 37) +STV.\R( 36)) 
S TV .A,:; ( 3 9 I= { ST V Ak ( 3 5 )- ST VA? ( 3 8 ) ) 
lF(S1VARD9l,GToO.,O)GU TC 395 
STVAR( 39)=0a0 
3:, 5 C AL L T AX CAL 
+15 ST·.:,,i.;{4l)=rJ.,Q 
S T \i ,; , ( ~. 2 i = S T I \ .~ ( 3 ) ) 
48 
OJ,) C 
()') '} ( 
0)0( 
00 0 l 
00 0 < 
O'J O C 
o::> o t 
00 0 ( 
00 0 C 
0001 








00 0 ( 
OJ :J: 
000 I 
OJ O ( 
Q,) () I 
OJ O, 
00 0 C 
0) 0 \ 
00 0 < 
0)0( 
00 0 < 
()) j ' 
OJ.). 
00 0 ( 
uo 0 ( 
OJ O, 
00 0( 
00 0 C 
OJO ( 
00 0 < 
00 0 C 
00 0 \ 
O,') 0 ( 
OJO, 
000, 
00 0 C 
0) 0 ( 
00 0 < 
0) '.) ( 
0.) 0 l 
00 0 < 
00 0 C 
00 0 < 
Q:) ·) ( 
0) 0; 
000( 
O:> 0 ( 
0) ,) ; 
00 1 l 
i)) } ( 
OJ 0 
OJ •J < 
APPENOIX 7 (Continued) 
· T\:i:(45 ):;;:STVA,{ '.J )-srv.Aq(44)) 
P: ·,TVAR(~::>) .. LT:,O,O)GG TC ~~8 
·;u TG t:.t:.5 
4~o STVA~{45)=0e~ 
~0~ STVAR(46)=o.o 
STVAF(47J=J .. J 
STVAR( 48l=Oo 0 
STVAR( 49 l=O.O 
ST VAR ( 5 0 J =ST VP. f. t 4 6 ) +ST VA f. { 4 7 ) +ST V AR ( 4 8 l +ST VAR { '+ 9 ) 
S TV A ~ ( 5 1 ) = ( S TV AR ( 5 0 ) - 5 T V A R { 4 5 J ) 
IF(STVftR(51).GleOoO)GO TO 515 
STVAJ;( 51 )=uoO 
j l 5 S TV AR ( !: 2) = Oo 0 
STVAR( 53 ):J,.O 
STVAR{54)=(S1VAR(45)-STVAR(50JJ 
IF(STVAR(54).~T.O.O)GO TC 545 
STVA!:(54 )=.)oJ 
;;45 N=l 
S TV AR ( ~ 5 ) = ( ( 0 • C 5* ST VAR ( ~ 4) ) + ( 0 • '.) 0 5* ST VAR ( 54) * N) ) 





DIME!'.SlON VAR( 193), OKVA~(9,25,8J , TOT{8),STVAR(64J 
D I ME "S IO I\ J E ( 6 ) , J C ( 6 ) , JD ( 5 ) , AT ( 7 ) , B H 7 ) , CT {7 ) , AMR ( 7 J 
DATA JB/20•)0,5C00,75CO,l O'.JOO ,1250Cel5000/ 
C ,\ T A J C/ 1 J > 0 , 2 5 0 0 , 3 7 5 J , 5 0 10 , 6 2 5 0 • i 5 ,) l / 
u A TA JD/ 15 JO .3 75 0 ,5 625 , 7 5 OJ , 9375 , 11 2 50/ 
DATA A T/0., l Oa 0,40• O, 90a O, 16:. O, 2(':5. 0, .390, / 
D AT A 8 T / 0 ., , 5 • 1 , 2 0 u O , 4 5 o J , 3 2 • 5 , 1 32 a> 5, 1 <; 5 ,_, 0 / 
DATA C T/0:, , 1. 5 ,30" 0 ,o7. 5 ,1~3. 75, 1 <;So 75 ,29205/ 
DAT A AMP/ 0 J O O 5 , 0 • 0 l , 0 o O 2, Oe O 3 , Oe C 4 , 0 :o O 5; IJo O t / 
JA=VAR{22) 
GO TO (810,805,810,815,805,805,815) ,JA 
:lJ5 MA= l 
DO 101 IA =1,6 
IF(STVAA(39)eLE.J3( IA)) GO TO 222 
\1A = MA +l 
1F(MAeEQe7) GC TO 222 
l J l CONTINUE 
2~ IF(MAoEOe7> [A= IA + 1 
IF{ [Ao EOel) GO TO 9S.8 
STVAP{ 40 )= AT (&JA)t,( AMQ ( .... Al*( ST VAR{ 39) ,JEJ( IA· U)) 
GC TC S<;<; 
61 0 : .. 8 = l 
DO 202 18 =1,6 
l F { S 1 VAR {3 9 ) • L Ea JC ( I B) ) GO T G 33 3 
MB = MB +l 
IF(t-!Eo EOe7 > GC TO 333 
202 CCNTlNL.E 
~33 IF(ME.EQe7 ) 18 = 13 t 1 
IF: Ieo EC el> GO TO 998 
STVAF.{ 40) = 8T,M6) +(A1'F:{l<'.3)*:ST\lftR09)·JC( IB-1) )) 
GC TO <;99 
:, l 5 MC = l 
')O 303 iC=l ,c 
IF,STVAf::: (3·;).LE,.JD( IC» GJ TO .~44. 




























0:) 0 : 
OJ 0 ( 
Ov \J C 
0)) C 
00 0 ! 
00 0 l 
000 ~ 
00 0 ( 
OJOC 
vO O ( 
























l 1 ("'\C•t'1ell GO Tu t. 44 
Cc'• T [ r, UE 
It : A.IC, E '.)e 7) IC = IC .. 1 
lFCIC .. EO.ll GO TO ,;-;a 
:, TV AK: 4 0 ) = CT ~ 11,1 C) t- t A '·1 R ' MC) * { S TV AF- ( 3; l- J O : IC·· 1 ) ) ) 
Su TO <;<;<; 
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